3D reconstruction technology is widely used in computer teaching and rehabilitation of virtual reality, robot autonomous navigation, interactive, film and television animation, etc. The core problem is to achieve a scene with different Angle of view of information and effective registration of fusion, is essentially solve the space coordinate transformation relation in the multiple points of view. Using access relatively cheap sensor as input equipment, produced color data and depth of the data preprocessing, Coordinate transformation, scene, point cloud registration was aligned fusion, said polygon mesh and texture mapping technology is studied and the theoretical analysis, Proposed a 3D reconstruction scheme based on access depth sensors.
Introduction
International Symposium on Computers & Informatics (ISCI 2015) 3D reconstruction technique involves many subjects of computer graphics, computer vision, pattern recognition etc.. The technology of 3D reconstruction of existing, according to the way of obtaining the depth information, can be divided into passive technology and active technology.
Passive technology using natural light reflection, generally through the camera image, the 3D coordinates of objects and information obtained through a series of calculation algorithm, such as motion image sequence method and stereo vision method. Active technology includes a light source, a direct measurement of the depth information of object, so it is very easy to do real-time effect such as implements a fast object reconstruction method based on the device sensor, and through the GPU acceleration, parallel implementation of rotating table rotation of 3Dreconstruction of the object, but the reconstruction process depends on the speed of turntable, delimits the scope of its application。 This paper proposes a generic object 3Dreconstruction method based on sensor device, using the device sensor to get the color and depth image of the object, of different coordinate system transformation, the depth image preprocessing to smooth noise and get the 3Dpoint cloud, image segmentation and characteristics, using collected point cloud image feature points, complete scene 3Dreconstruction.
The research content
Kinect USES is Israel Prime Sensor company's end-to-end solutions, to obtain depth imaging technology is based on Light Coding technology, Light Coding using infrared laser Light emitter technology theory, through camera grating or spread sheet will be the projection of the laser Light evenly to measure space, to encode measurement space, and then through the infrared camera to record each speckle in space, combined with the original speckle pattern, calculated with 3Ddepth of image. and Coordinate system to Kinect depth camera as reference system as shown. When two image feature point descriptor is generated, using feature vector of the Euclidean distance as the feature points in two images similarity measure.
Take some feature points in an image, in another image Euclidean distance with the first two recent feature points, if recent distance and time close ratio is less than the threshold value of a setting, received the pair of matching points. Lower threshold, the number of matching points will reduce, but more stable.
Test results
By measuring the chair to verify the validity of the algorithm in this paper, by the local image and reconstruction of device to get the chair to get point cloud data; Local image and get the chair again with the previous measurement image overlap areas, using the algorithm of SIFT feature matching, using SIFT algorithm for image matching feature points between not precise enough, after purification of consistency, can eliminate false matching points, well known only from coarse registration will cause the registration precision is not enough, can't meet the requirements, with the improved SIFT algorithm after registration, can get a good registration accuracy, the result is shown in figure. (a) Before optimization,3D (b) After the optimization,3D Fig.4 . The generated point cloud and three-dimensional figure
Conclusion
This paper proposes a data based on Kincet depth and color data of 3Dmodeling method, this method can create according to the requirements of the simulation scene color with different levels of fine 3Dmodel, can be seen from the above several types of the object reconstruction results, this method is convenient and practical, the reconstruction effect is better, to establish the three-dimensional model can meet the basic requirements of simulation scenario.
Methods also have some limitations, this paper mainly includes: affected by calculation, require computer configuration is too high, to get relatively fine image 3Dreconstruction of time affected; To access acquisition precision co., LTD., the object surface finely are easy to be ignored; Kincet of depth measuring range is limited, effective minimum distance is about 0.35 m, which limits the size of the modeling objects, when the object through the hours it will not be able to obtain dense point cloud.
